The PertoFit family of self-service banking terminals were designed to be multifunctional, compact and with an innovative industrial design. Flexibility and modularity. That's what PertoFit means. Thanks to its modular structure and open architecture, you can create your own banking terminals, combining different upper modules with special lower terminal configurations. It's also possible to acquire the upper module only.

Some possible module combinations:
An entire bank branch in a single ATM

1. Camera
2. 15” LCD monitor
3. Laser printer with document presenter for check printing and/or statement printing on demand. Two paper stock drawers: 500 sheets, and 250 sheets, total of 750 sheets
4. PCI approved PIN Pad with metal or polymer keys
5. Cash dispensing mechanism with bundle presenter with 2, 3 or 4 cassettes, each with 2500 note capacity
6. Bar code reader
7. Coin depository
8. Hybrid (magnetic, chip and contactless) card reader, EMV approved, dip type or motorized
9. 80mm wide thermal receipt printer with auto-cutter and presenter
10. Coin dispenser
11. Check depository
12. Cash depository
13. Steel safe from 6 to 25mm thick, with security locks and a variety of sensor options (UL291, Level 1 also available)

OPTIONS
- Multimedia
- Envelope dispenser
- Earphone socket, tactile pictograms and ergonomics to meet disability requirements
- Safe with two access doors – one to the dispensing module, the other to the depository module
- Biometry
- Perto Security System
- Perto Software Environment
Information Terminals

TC-4950
Information Terminal
Compact Model (446mm wide)
- 15"LCD touch screen
- Card reader
- Receipt printer
- Encrypted keypad
- Bar code reader
- Web camera

TC-4900
Information Terminal
Full Model (630mm wide)
- Card reader
- Receipt printer
- Encrypted keypad
- Bar code reader
- Web camera

TDD-4900
Check Dispensing Terminal
Full Model (630mm wide)
- Laser printed sheet and check dispensing
- Receipt printer
- Bar code reader
- Card reader
- Encrypted keypad

Cash Dispensers

TS-4160
Cash Dispenser LC
Compact (446mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Controlled by embedded board
- Web Camera
- Bar code reader

TS-4160
Cash Dispenser
Compact (446mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
- Controlled by POS board (optional)

TS-4300
Thru-The-Wall Cash Dispenser
Compact (446mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
**Full Function ATMs**

**SuperFull ATM**
Full Function ATM
Full (630mm wide)
- Laser printed sheet and check dispensing
- Note accepting
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader

**TMF-4300**
Full Function Thru-the-wall ATM
Full (630mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Envelope dispensing
- Envelope depository
- Bar code reader

**TMF-4400**
Drive-thru
Full (630mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
- Envelope dispensing
- Envelope depository

**Multifunctional Terminals**

**TPC-4160**
Bill Payment Terminal
Full (630mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Coin dispensing
- Smartcard MIFARE read/write
- PIN Pad
- Card dispensing
  (500 to 2000 cards)
- Note accepting
- Coin accepting
- Bar code reader

**TPC-4110**
Bill Payment Terminal
Full (630mm wide)
- Note dispensing
- Coin dispensing
- Note accepting
- Coin accepting (optional)
- Bar code reader
- Card reader
- Thermal printer

**TMDI-4920**
Mini Bank Branch
Full (780mm wide)
**Upper Section:**
- Laser printed sheet and check dispensing
- Coin accepting
- Coin dispensing
- Bar code reader

**Lower Section:**
- Note dispensing
- Note accepting
- Check scanning/endorsing
Bidirectional Terminals

**TSB-4151**
Bidirectional Cash Dispenser
Compact (446mm wide)
- Simultaneously attends two users at opposite sides of the terminal
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
- Controlled by one embedded board (optional)

**TSB-4160**
Bidirectional Cash Dispenser
Compact (446mm wide)
- Simultaneously attends two users at opposite sides of the terminal
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader

**TTF-4100**
Bidirectional Terminal
Full (630mm wide)
**Client side:**
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
- Laser printed sheet dispensing
- Note accepting
**Teller side:**
- Note dispensing to teller
- Envelope depository for teller

Deposit Terminals

**TD-4160**
Envelope Depository
Compact (446mm wide)
- Envelope depository
- Option of ink jet printing on envelope or scanning of bar coded envelopes
- Bar code reader

**TDI-4150**
Intelligent Depository
Compact (446mm wide)
- Note accepting
- Check scanning/endorsing
- Bar code reader

**TMI-4100**
ATM Intelligent Depository
Full (762mm wide)
- Note accepting
- Check scanning/endorsing
- Note dispensing
- Bar code reader
Perto introduces the PertoFit Flex Series – a revolutionary solution with which you can literally configure and reconfigure your self-service terminals to meet your changing branch requirements. With just 7 basic modules you can create 44 different self-service banking terminals.

**Technical Specifications**

1. Camera
2. 15” LCD monitor
3. 80mm wide thermal receipt printer with auto-cutter and presenter
4. PCI approved PIN Pad with metal or polymer keys
5. Hybrid (magnetic, chip and contactless) card reader, EMV approved, dip type or motorized
6. Cash dispensing mechanism (2, 3 or 4 cassettes, each with 1500 note capacity)
7. UL 291 Safe, 24 hours, Level 1
8. Cash dispensing mechanism (2, 3 or 4 cassettes, each with 1500 or 2500 note capacity)
9. Envelope depository with bar code reader
10. Cash dispensing mechanism with shutter (2, 3 or 4 cassettes, each with 1500 note capacity)
11. Cash dispensing mechanism with shutter (2, 3 or 4 cassettes, each with 1500 or 2500 note capacity)

**OPTIONS**
- Multimedia
- Touch Screen
- Earphone socket, tactile pictograms and ergonomics to meet disability requirements
- Barcode Reader
- Biometry
- Perto Security System
- Perto Software Environment

**Web Terminals**

**PertoWeb**

Web Terminal
Slim Model
- 15” LCD touch screen
- Card reader
- Receipt printer
- Bar code reader
- Web camera

**PertoKiosk**

Web Terminal
- 15”, 17” or 19” LCD touch screen
- Card reader
- Receipt printer
- Bar code reader
- Web camera
Different Cultures. Unique Solutions.

It is in the essence of each culture that Perto seeks the most efficient solution to develop bank terminals. In each country, Perto finds new inspiration, and for all countries, Perto develops unique solutions.

Perto is active in the segments of banking automation, self-service terminals, payment systems and also supplies cash dispensing mechanisms and depository mechanisms on an OEM basis. Perto’s headquarters are located in Gravataí near the city of Porto Alegre in southern Brazil, and count on 44,000m² of industrial facilities. Perto has its own sales and service centers in 22 major cities, and a certified network of authorized service providers that cover all of Brazil and the countries to which it exports. The company’s solid industrial, engineering and financial structure allows it to offer several product lines which can be tailored to client specific necessities. Following the principles of constant innovation, a flexible industrial infrastructure and focus on the client, Perto is ready to meet and exceed customer and market expectations.